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SUMMARY

Prevotella copri is a common human gut microbe
that has been both positively and negatively associ-
ated with host health. In a cross-continent meta-
analysis exploiting >6,500 metagenomes, we ob-
tained >1,000 genomes and explored the genetic
and population structure of P. copri. P. copri
encompasses four distinct clades (>10% inter-clade
genetic divergence) that we propose constitute
the P. copri complex, and all clades were confirmed
by isolate sequencing. These clades are nearly
ubiquitous and co-present in non-Westernized pop-
ulations. Genomic analysis showed substantial func-
tional diversity in the complex with notable differ-
ences in carbohydrate metabolism, suggesting that
multi-generational dietary modifications may be
driving reduced prevalence in Westernized popula-
tions. Analysis of ancient metagenomes highlighted
patterns ofP. copri presence consistent withmodern
non-Westernized populations and a clade delinea-
tion time pre-dating human migratory waves out of
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Africa. These findings reveal that P. copri exhibits a
high diversity that is underrepresented in Western-
lifestyle populations.

INTRODUCTION

Prevotella copri is a frequent inhabitant of the human intestinal

microbiome, and it displays a large inter-individual variation

(Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012; Qin et al.,

2010; Truong et al., 2017). P. copri is 39.1% prevalent in healthy

individuals from current metagenomic profiles (Pasolli et al.,

2017); as such, it is not ubiquitous, but when present, it is often

the most abundant species identified (34% of instances).

Interest in P. copri has gathered pace in part due to its re-

ported association with inflammatory diseases (Dillon et al.,

2014; Scher et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2017) and insulin resistance

and glucose intolerance (Pedersen et al., 2016). Conversely,

others have linked P. copri with improved glucose and insulin

tolerance in diets rich in fiber (De Vadder et al., 2016; Kovatch-

eva-Datchary et al., 2015), which suggests the beneficial effects

of P. copri could be diet dependent (Pedersen et al., 2016). As

previously expressed (Cani, 2018; Ley, 2016), such conflicting
e Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc.
commons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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reports regarding the benefits of P. copri suggest that it is an

important but enigmatic member of the gut microbiome.

Higher prevalence of Prevotella has been consistently

reported in non-Westernized populations (De Filippo et al.,

2010; Hansen et al., 2019; Obregon-Tito et al., 2015; Schnorr

et al., 2014; Smits et al., 2017; Yatsunenko et al., 2012), and

metagenomic studies, capable of species-level resolution,

have shown P. copri to be particularly prevalent (Pasolli et al.,

2019; Vangay et al., 2018). Non-Westernized populations follow

a traditional lifestyle and typically consume diets rich in fresh

unprocessed food (vegetables and fruits). Although Westerniza-

tion encompasses more factors and lifestyle modifications than

diet alone, as discussed previously (Brewster et al., 2019; Pasolli

et al., 2019), the association of Prevotella and Westernization

may further support the hypothesis of diet being an important

factor in selecting and shaping Prevotella populations. Indeed,

diet has previously been shown to be important in the overall di-

versity of intestinal microbial communities (Smits et al., 2017;

Sonnenburg and B€ackhed, 2016; Sonnenburg et al., 2016). The

higher prevalence of Prevotella in societies following a more

traditional healthy diet than the typical Westernized diet may

also lend support for the health benefit of P. copri.

Despite the importance of P. copri and the open-ended ques-

tion regarding its role in health and disease, there is a lack of

available reference genomes, and much of our understanding

of P. copri has been gathered from studies relying on the type

strain P. copri DSM-18205 (Hayashi et al., 2007). Recent reports

have begun to highlight a degree of strain-level heterogeneity

within P. copri (De Filippis et al., 2019; Truong et al., 2017; Van-

gay et al., 2018). Indeed, sub-species strain variation may ac-

count for at least some of the differences in the reported benefits

or detriments of P. copri. Yet, to date, there has been no large-

scale concerted effort to explore the distribution and genetic

variation within P. copri.

Here, we use a combination of isolate sequencing and large-

scale metagenomic assembly and strict quality control to recon-

struct over 1,000 P. copri genomes from publicly available meta-

genomes spanning multiple countries, diseases, and lifestyles.

We also expand the catalog of non-Westernized sampled popu-

lations with additional metagenomic sequencing of individuals

from Ghana, Ethiopia, and Tanzania and further profile P. copri

in ancient intestinal samples from a European natural ice

mummy and stools of pre-Columbian Amerinds. These datasets

and analyses provide an unprecedented comprehensive insight

into the genetic diversity, global population structure, and evolu-

tionary history of P. copri.

RESULTS

Analysis of >1,000 P. copri Genomes Reveals Four
Clades Comprising the P. copri Complex
To investigate the global distribution and population structure

of P. copri, we performed an analysis of 6,874 publicly available

metagenomes from 36 individual datasets (Table S1), represent-

ing six continents and 25 different countries. By means of an

assembly and mapping-based computational approach, we

expanded the total number of available P. copri genomes to

1,023, and the metagenome assembled genomes included in

this set can be defined as high quality according to current
guidelines (Bowers et al., 2017) (estimated completeness >95%

and contamination <5%, see STAR Methods). This approach

(see STAR Methods) involved collating a highly representative

set of genomes comprising our recently sequenced P. copri iso-

lates (n = 15), publicly available reference isolates (n = 2), as well

as a set of carefully curated and manually guided metagenome

assembled genomes from diverse populations (n = 55). This

set of 72 genomes was used as a pangenomic reference to bin

via mapping metagenomically assembled contigs from single

samples into whole P. copri genomes (n = 951) (see STAR

Methods). Therefore, of the 1,023 genomes, 17 are sequence

isolates and 1,006 are metagenome-assembled genomes

(MAGs). All the 1,006 MAGs passed strict quality control

including estimation of within sample strain heterogeneity (see

STARMethods) and resulted in genomes with assembly charac-

teristics comparable with those of isolate sequencing (Fig-

ure S1A; Table S1). This genome catalog spansmultiple host ge-

ographies, populations, and lifestyles that can be mined to

answer fundamental questions regarding the genomic structure

of P. copri.

Strikingly, this analysis revealed that P. copri is not a mono-

typic species but is composed of four distinct clades when

placed in phylogenetic context with the closest publicly available

representatives of the wider Prevotella, Alloprevotella, and Para-

prevotella genera (Figure 1A). These four clades are clearly

distinct to other Prevotella species and to the other considered

species; each clade is supported by at least one of our recently

sequenced isolate genomes (Figure 1A), and all clades are rep-

resented in our recently sequenced non-Westernized datasets

(98 additional genomes, see below). The average nucleotide

identity (ANI) distances between the P. copri genomes revealed

a limited intra-clade distance (mean 2.55%SD0.35% for clade B

to 4.16%SD 0.78% for clade C). Conversely, the inter-clade dis-

tances were very high, with values ranging from 13.0% to 21.4%.

In comparison, each of the four P. copri clades were >23.0%

distant to any other Prevotella, Alloprevotella, and Paraprevotella

species, indicating that the four distinct P. copri clades are

genetically closer to each other than genomes outside the four

P. copri clades (Figure 1B).

The high inter-clade genetic distance observed suggests the

genomes could represent four distinct species. Studies have

sought to place a threshold at which ANI values between ge-

nomes equate to the delineation of strains into species, with a

broad consensus being values above 5%–6% distance (Goris

et al., 2007; Jain et al., 2018; Konstantinidis and Tiedje, 2005; Pa-

solli et al., 2019). All members of all four clades fall well below this

threshold when compared to other P. copri clades (>10% ANI

distance) (Figure 1B). The distinction of the four clades is further

supported based on core genome single nucleotide distance

(>10% distance) (Figure 1C), by the separation of the clades

based purely on gene content (Figure 1D) as well as based on

phylogeny (Figure 1A). Nevertheless, analysis of the 16S rRNA

gene alone is insufficient to distinguish these clades (Figures

S1C–S1E), which is not uncommon for species within the same

genus (Janda and Abbott, 2007). Respecting the clear distinction

of the P. copri clades and being conscious of the difficulties in

advising separation into species, we propose the naming of

P. copri to encompass these four distinct clades. Therefore,

we propose the term ‘‘Prevotella copri complex’’ for which there
Cell Host & Microbe 26, 666–679, November 13, 2019 667



Figure 1. The Four Distinct Clades of the P. copri Complex

(A) Whole-genome phylogenetic tree of a representative subset of the four P. copri clades comprising the P. copri complex in relation to other sequenced

members of the genera Prevotella, Alloprevotella, and Paraprevotella. Magenta circles indicate P. copri isolate sequences (built using 400 universal bacterial

marker gene sequences, see STAR Methods). The phylogeny containing all P. copri genomes is available as Figure S1B and http://segatalab.cibio.unitn.it/data/

Pcopri_Tett_et_al.html (see Data and Code Availability; Method Details).

(B) Genetic distances within a clade (intra-clade), between clades (inter-clade), and between clades and other species (denoted as OS) of Prevotella, Allopre-

votella, and Paraprevotella (inter-species), shown as pairwise average nucleotide identity distances (ANI distance). The dotted line denotes 5% ANI distance.

(C) Pairwise SNV distances based on core gene alignment within and between clades (see STAR methods).

(D) Jaccard distance based on pairwise gene content (see STAR Methods) between and within the P. copri clades.
are four genetically distinct clades (A, B, C, and D), named

sequentially based on the decreasing number of genomes re-

constructed (Figure 1A).

The Four Clades Are Globally Distributed with Instances
of Country-Specific Sub-types
In this study, P. copri genomes were reconstructed from 22

different countries offering a unique opportunity to investigate

the biogeographical population structure. These clades were

not strictly separated based on geographical location, i.e., all

of the four P. copri clades were identified in multiple countries

and spanning multiple continents (Figure 2). However, within

several clades, we did observe geographical stratification. In

clade A, for which the most genomes were reconstructed, we

observed three sub-types that were either exclusive or nearly

so to samples of Chinese origin; in addition, there was also a

cluster exclusive to Israel. In clade B, a specific cluster was

identified that can be attributed to Fiji. For clades C and D, it is

difficult to ascertain if there is stratification due to the lower

number of genomes reconstructed for these two clades. While

geographical stratification was evident for some intra-clade

sub-types, most sub-types appeared to be multi-country and

even multi-continental, indicating that P. copri is widely
668 Cell Host & Microbe 26, 666–679, November 13, 2019
geographically distributed not only at the clade level but also

at the intra-clade level.

Associating P. copri Clades with Metagenomically
Investigated Human Diseases
A question that remains to be resolved is whether P. copri is

beneficial or detrimental to human health, as studies report

conflicting results (De Vadder et al., 2016; Dillon et al., 2014;

Kovatcheva-Datchary et al., 2015; Pedersen et al., 2016; Scher

et al., 2013; Wen et al., 2017). Here, in a meta-analysis of

available disease phenotypes, we found no strong evidence

that any of the four clades were associated with a disease. Spe-

cifically, to investigate the association of the P. copri complex

with different diseases, we analyzed the prevalence and abun-

dance of the four clades for each cohort where the study design

included both case and controls. In total, there were ten datasets

including colorectal cancer (CRC) (Feng et al., 2015; Vogtmann

et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017; Zeller et al., 2014), type 2 diabetes

(T2D) (Karlsson et al., 2013; Qin et al., 2012), hypertension (Li

et al., 2017), liver cirrhosis (Qin et al., 2014), and inflammatory

bowel disease (IBD) (He et al., 2017; Nielsen et al., 2014).

To identify and estimate the abundance of each of P. copri

clades within a sample, the metagenomic reads were mapped

http://segatalab.cibio.unitn.it/data/Pcopri_Tett_et_al.html
http://segatalab.cibio.unitn.it/data/Pcopri_Tett_et_al.html


Figure 2. Phylogenetic Representation of All 1,023 P. copri Genomes Separated for Each Clade of the P. copri Complex

Outer ring is colored by continent of origin and inner ring is colored by country. Radial gray bars indicate recently sequenced isolate genomes, and publicly

available reference genomes are denoted by black stars.
to a panel of unique clade-specific markers inferred for each of

the four clades (see STAR Methods). The most significant

changes in abundance and prevalence ofP. copri and specifically

the four clades were identified in the CRC and adenoma cohort

of Feng et al. (2015), with both clades A and C being associated

with disease (Figure S2A). However, three other CRC cohorts

considered (Vogtmann et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017; Zeller et al.,

2014) and an overall CRC meta-analysis of seven cohorts failed

to support this observation (Thomas et al., 2019). Generally, while

there were some weak associations of the P. copri clades in dis-

ease, across the control samples of the different datasets, we

observed heterogeneity in both abundance and prevalence sug-

gesting significant batch effects. As such, at the clade level, there

is no clear evidence to suggest P. copri is associated with the eti-

ology of these diseases (Figure S2A). Extending the analysis

further to consider sub-clades also did not reveal any statistically

significant associations with disease (Figure S2B; see STAR

Methods). Finally, we considered if the P. copri complex could

be associated with other factors such as body mass index

(BMI) or age (Table S1). Similar to disease,wenote potential batch

and cohort effects but no significant differences with all four

clades being identified across all age groups and BMI categories.

Reconstruction of 98 Additional Genomes from Non-
Westernized Samples Expands the Diversity of the
P. copri Clades with Fewer Representatives
Most of our understanding of the microbiome has been accumu-

lated fromWesternized populations (Brewster et al., 2019). While
small in comparison a number of public datasets have been

generated from non-Westernized populations, which were

included in the above analysis. These datasets sampled individ-

uals inhabiting Peru (Obregon-Tito et al., 2015), Fiji (Brito et al.,

2016), and Mongolia (Liu et al., 2016) and two datasets from

Tanzania (Rampelli et al., 2015; Smits et al., 2017) totaling 340

metagenomes. The term ‘‘Westernization’’ encompasses many

factors including lifestyle, environment, and diet (for full descrip-

tion, see STARMethods). A common feature of non-Westernized

datasets is a high Prevotella prevalence (De Filippo et al., 2010;

Hansen et al., 2019; Obregon-Tito et al., 2015; Schnorr et al.,

2014; Smits et al., 2017; Yatsunenko et al., 2012) and particularly

P. copri (Pasolli et al., 2019; Vangay et al., 2018). To further

investigate the prevalence and abundance of P. copri in non-

Westernized populations, we also considered our recently

sequenced dataset of non-Westernized adults fromMadagascar

(110 metagenomes) (Pasolli et al., 2019) and three additional

non-Westernized cohorts sequenced in this work. These

included paired infant and mother samples from Ethiopia (50

metagenomes) and extended families from Ghana and Tanzania

(44 and 68 metagenomes, respectively) (see STAR Methods).

From these additional 272 metagenomes (Table S2), we recon-

structed 98 high quality P. copri complex genomes expanding

the clades with fewer reconstructed members (clade A, B, C,

and D were expanded by 3.4%, 34.7%, 17.6%, and 40%,

respectively) (Figure S3; Table S2). An additional feature of three

of our recently sequenced datasets was that they included

sampling within families. This offered the potential to establish
Cell Host & Microbe 26, 666–679, November 13, 2019 669



Figure 3. Prevalence of the P. copri Complex and Its Association with Non-Westernized Populations

(A) P. copri prevalence in non-Westernized and Westernized datasets. ‘‘All’’ refers to the prevalence of any of the four clades being present.

(B) Percentage of individuals harboring multiple P. copri clades.

(C) P. copri complex pangenome sizes for non-Westernized individuals by dataset compared to Westernized individuals.
if transmission occurs and, if so, to what extent within families.

When P. copri genomes were reconstructed from more than

one family member, we compared the genetic distances to esti-

mate the level of intra-family strain sharing. Using normalized

phylogenetic tree distances and cutoffs proposed previously

(Truong et al., 2017) (see STAR Methods), in 5 of 26 cases

(19.2%), we identified the same strain, suggesting possible hor-

izontal and/or vertical transmission of theP. copri complexwithin

families; therefore, the familial prevalence of P. copri could

potentially be an important source in acquisition.

Co-presence of Multiple P. copri Complex Clades Is
Typical in Individuals from Non-Westernized
Populations
We detected the presence of the P. copri complex in all 40 data-

sets considered, but the prevalence in non-Westernized popula-

tions was nearly ubiquitous (95.4% prevalence), in contrast to

Westernized populations (29.6% prevalence) (Figure 3A;

Table S2). Considering each clade separately, all four were

significantly more prevalent in non-Westernized compared to
670 Cell Host & Microbe 26, 666–679, November 13, 2019
westernized datasets (p values < 1.1e-12, Welch’s t test), with

clade A being the most prevalent (91.5% in non-Westernized

versus 26.9% in Westernized populations) followed by C

(88.2% versus 8.35%), B (73.5% versus 6.2%), and D (68.8%

versus 2.7%, Figure 3A). The finding that all four P. copri clades

are always higher in non-Westernized populations spanningmul-

tiple countries and continents than Westernized populations is

remarkable, with the only exception being Mongolia (Liu et al.,

2016). The Mongolian cohort sampled both urban dwellers and

rural non-Westernized populations. While the urban dwellers

have a prevalence closer to that of the non-Westernized popula-

tions (clade A prevalence, 100%; B, 73.3%; C, 80%; and D,

42.2%), this is still generally lower than the rural non-Western-

ized Mongolian population (clade A prevalence, 98.5%; B,

76.9%; C, 84.6%; and D, 56.9%). Although P. copri was

observed at a much lower prevalence in Westernized popula-

tions, all four clades were detected, and of those, clade A was

the most prevalent type (Figure 3A).

Considering the high prevalence of the four P. copri clades in

non-Westernized populations, we next sought to identify if these



clades are mutually exclusive or able to co-inhabit in the intes-

tine. Analysis of our sequenced datasets clearly revealed multi-

ple clades being present within non-Westernized individuals

(Figure S4A) and confirmed in other non-Westernized datasets

(Figure 3B). Strikingly, for the 95.4% of non-Westernized individ-

uals with at least one P. copri complex clade, in 61.6% of these,

all four clades were detectable; in 82.0%, at least three; and at

least two in 93.8% of individuals. The high percentage of individ-

uals carrying multiple clades was a consistent feature observed

across all non-Westernized datasets spanning four continents

(Figure 3B). In comparison, in the smaller fraction (29.6%) of

Westernized individuals with at least one P. copri complex clade,

only 4.6% had all four clades; 12.5%, at least three; and 32.1%,

more than one. Therefore, we demonstrate that not only is

P. copri prevalence higher in non-Westernized populations, but

the pattern of multi-clade co-presence in these populations is

also a defining characteristic.

Due to the existence of multiple clades within an individual (Fig-

ures 3B and S4A) and the observation of a sizable inter-clade

diversity based on gene content (Figure 1D), we decided to esti-

mate the sum of unique P. copri complex genes within each indi-

vidual or rather ‘‘the within individual P. copri pangenome’’ (see

STAR Methods). As expected, individuals with multiple clades

tended toward a larger number of unique P. copri complex genes

(Figure 3C), and asmultiple clades is a feature of being non-West-

ernized, a considerably larger P. copri functional potential was

revealed in these populations (Figures 3C and S4B).

Evidence of Distinct Carbohydrate Metabolism
Repertoires in the Four P. copri Complex Clades
To investigate the functional diversity of the P. copri complex, we

annotated the open reading frames (ORFs) for each genome us-

ing the eggNOG database (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2017) (see STAR

Methods). Between and also within the four clades of the com-

plex, we observed considerable functional diversity, with clade

B being the most dissimilar based on the overall distance of

the eggNOG functional profiles (Figure 4A), which is consistent

with the inter-clade genetic diversity observed above (Figures

1B–1D). Some of the distinguishing functionalities included sulfur

metabolism and assimilation, which were enriched in all clades

relative to B (Table S3). Similarly, in carbohydrate metabolism,

b-galactosidase was found to be absent in clade B while being

relatively common in all other clades (at least present in >60%

of genomes). In themetabolism of cofactors and vitamins, genes

responsible for folate metabolism were depleted in clade D.

Interestingly, clade D also had the least diversity of antimicrobial

resistance genes lacking 5 out of 7 identified in the other three

clades. Differences were also noticeable in membrane trans-

porters; for instance, the polyamine spermidine/putrescine

ABC transporter (potABCD) was present in almost all members

of clades A, C, and D but never observed in clade B. Conversely,

an energy coupling factor (ECF)-type ABC transporter that could

be responsible for micronutrient uptake was solely found in a

subset of genomes of clade B (27% of genomes).

One reported feature ofP. copri is its effect on glucose homeo-

stasis (De Vadder et al., 2016; Kovatcheva-Datchary et al., 2015;

Pedersen et al., 2016), with one recent study suggesting a pos-

itive benefit via succinate production (De Vadder et al., 2016).

While potential succinate production was observed in all four
clades the genes responsible were less prevalent in clade B

(p value < 5.2e-37, Bonferroni-corrected Fisher’s exact test).

On the contrary, high levels of circulating branched chain amino

acids (BCAAs), linked to the development of insulin resistance,

have been associated with higher levels of P. copri in the gut

microbiome (Pedersen et al., 2016). In addition, the presence

of genes for BCAA biosynthesis in the P. copri pangenome has

been shown to be diet dependent and associated with actual

urinary BCAA levels (De Filippis et al., 2019). Here, we found

that BCAA biosynthesis genes were widespread and not signifi-

cantly associated with any given clade (>85% present in all

clades).

The P. copri complex is strongly associated with non-West-

ernized populations that have diets that are typically higher in

fiber and complex carbohydrates and lower in fats and animal

protein than typical Western diets (De Filippo et al., 2010; Se-

gata, 2015; Statovci et al., 2017). To specifically look at the

P. copri complex for potential carbohydrate utilization, the ge-

nomes were also screened for carbohydrate active enzymes

(CAZymes) (Lombard et al., 2014) (see STAR Methods). While

many of these CAZy families were found to be common to all

four P. copri clades (Table S3), considerable variability in the

presence of these families was observed between and even

within the different clades (Figures 4B, 4C, and S4C). To focus

on families potentially associated with plant-derived carbohy-

drate degradation (e.g., cellulose, hemicellulose, and pectin),

each family was ascribed a broad substrate specificity via

manual curation (Table S3). While all clades were found to

have the potential to degrade plant-derived carbohydrates, not

all CAZy families were represented or equally distributed

throughout the four clades (Table S3); for example, the polysac-

charide pectin-degrading families PL9 and PL10 were highly

prevalent and nearly exclusive to clade B. In clade D, the GH9

CAZy family of cellulases was particularly enriched compared

to the other clades (Figure 4C). The distinct clustering based

on CAZy gene content (Figure 4B) displaying inter- and intra-

clade functional differences suggests overlapping but potential

heterogeneity in carbohydrate metabolism. The frequent co-

presence of all four clades in non-Westernized populations

would suggest that they are non-competing and therefore niche

separated. While it cannot be discounted that these four clades

are spatially separated in the intestine, the ability to utilize a

differing array of carbohydrates could potentially be the driver

of this separation. Within an individual, the presence of multiple

clades collectively offers a larger and perhaps complementary

functionality to efficiently metabolize a wide range of dietary

carbohydrates.

P. copri Diversity in Ancient Human Gut Contents
Resembles that of Non-Westernized Populations and
Gives Insights into Its Evolutionary History
To ascertain if the high P. copri prevalence and co-presence of

the four clades in non-Westernized populations reflects the

composition in ancient human gut microbiomes, we analyzed

the gut content of four archaeological samples. We studied ma-

terial from the lower intestinal tract and lung tissue of the Iceman,

a 5,300-year-old natural ice mummy (Spindler, 1994). The

Iceman genetically belongs to the Early European Farmers and

originated and lived in Southern Europe, in the Eastern Italian
Cell Host & Microbe 26, 666–679, November 13, 2019 671



Figure 4. Functional Diversity of the P. copri Complex

(A) Presence and absence of eggNOG functions significantly different between the four P. copri clades (yellow, present; black, absent) (see STAR Methods).

(B) Multidimensional scaling (MDS) ordination based on CAZy families present in each genome showing distinct inter- and intra-clustering in the P. copri complex.

(C) All CAZy families significantly enriched (left) or depleted (right) in at least one clade relative to each of the other three (see STAR Methods). Prevalence is

defined as the percentage of genomes in that clade for which at least one gene belongs to the given CAZy family. For full list of CAZy prevalence in each clade, see

Table S3.
Alps (Haak et al., 2015; Keller et al., 2012; Lazaridis et al., 2014;

M€uller et al., 2003) (Figure 5A). We also analyzed three coprolite

samples (fossilized feces) (Figure 5A) recovered from the pre-

Columbian (1,300 ± 100 BP) site ‘‘La Cueva de los Muertos

Chiquitos’’ from Durango, a Northwestern state of Mexico

(Brooks et al., 1962) (see STAR Methods).

We found the P. copri complex to be present in both the

Mexican and the European ancient gut metagenomes (Fig-

ure 5B). All samples had at least two P. copri clades (clades A

and C), and in two coprolites, all four clades could be detected.

The higher prevalence of clade A and C in our ancient samples

mirrors the tendency of modern-day populations (both Western-

ized and non-Westernized) where these two clades are more

prevalent (Figure 3A). To discount the possibility of a non-ancient

gut origin, we verified that the P. copri reads displayed damage

patterns indicative of ancient DNA (Figures S5A and S5B)

(Orlando et al., 2015), and in a control sample (Iceman lung tis-

sue), no P. copri clades were detected (positive for only a single

marker of the 2,448 P. copri complex specific markers) (Fig-

ure 5B). Two characteristics point toward a similarity between
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the ancient samples and modern non-Westernized populations.

First, P. copri is common in the ancient samples like non-West-

ernized samples. Second, the ancient samples are characterized

by a high clade co-presence (presence of 2 to 4 distinct clades)

as observed in non-Westernized individuals. While we have only

analyzed a small number of ancient metagenomes, we show that

the likelihood of observing a high co-presence in the non-West-

ernized samples by chance is very low (Figure S5C). Together,

the similarities between ancient and contemporary non-West-

ernized individuals suggest that the P. copri carriage pattern in

non-Western populations is more akin to our ancestors.

To calibrate a P. copri phylogeny, we screened all ancient

samples and found that one coprolite (sample 2180, radiocarbon

dated AD 673 to 768, see STAR Methods) had sufficiently high

coverage of clade A to be used for tip calibration (see STAR

Methods). Model selection indicated that this dataset is best

modeled by a strict clock suggesting a constant rate of evolution

through time and in different P. copri clades (see STAR

Methods). All our divergence estimates converged satisfactorily

on clear posterior means (Figure 5C) and the age estimates



Figure 5. Ancient Microbiomes and the Evolutionary History of the P. copri Complex

(A) Ancient Mexican coprolite samples and intestinal and lung tissue sampled from the Iceman, a natural ice mummy.

(B) Percentage of positive P. copri clade-specific markers identified in each ancient metagenomic sample.

(C) Time-resolved phylogenetic tree of the P. copri complex; magenta star indicates the ancient coprolite sample, 2180 (see STAR Methods).
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indicate that P. copri began to diversify (split of clade B)

�6.5 million years ago (Figure 5C). The diversification of clades

A, D, and C is estimated to have occurred between �3.5 and

�2.5 million years ago (Ungar and Sponheimer, 2011; Wood

and Collard, 1999). The differentiation within each of the clades

is instead relatively recent with the median estimates following

that of the emergence of Homo sapiens circa 315 ka (Hublin

et al., 2017). Despite the range in estimated clade divergence,

even at the lowest estimation (420 ka), this occurred well before

the first human migration waves out of Africa circa 90–194 ka

years ago (Gr€un et al., 2005; Hershkovitz et al., 2018). This would

indicate that the four clades of the P. copri complex were a

feature of our pre-migratory human ancestors.

Further support of P. copri clade diversification prior to migra-

tion is that the high prevalence of all four clades and clade co-

presence within an individual is a consistent feature of disparate

non-Westernized populations in Africa, Oceania, South America,

and Asia. This, together with the estimation of clade divergence,

implies the P. copri complex has been a long-standing feature of

the human microbiome. This analysis and the observed multi-

generational decrease in the prevalence of Prevotella strains in

non-Western migrants upon Westernization (Vangay et al.,

2018) suggests that the underrepresentation of P. copri in

Westernized populations could be due to its loss in response

to Westernization. This loss has rapidly occurred in an almost

infinitesimal time frame relative to host-microbe coevolution.

DISCUSSION

We demonstrate that P. copri is not a monotypic species but

four clearly defined clades, each spanning a diversity that is

typical of species (Figure 1), and all four clades have the potential

to reside either solely or in combination within an individual

(Figure 3B). We propose to name this group the P. copri complex,

comprisingcladesA,B,C, andD.The insights thatwehavegained

into the P. copri complex genetics and population genomics

relied on isolate sequencing, on sequencing individuals from un-

derrepresented non-Westernized populations, and largely on the

tremendous resource of publicly available metagenomic

datasets, covering multiple countries, diseases, and lifestyles.

This led to the observation that the P. copri complex is globally

distributed (Figure 2), but with a highly structured distribution,

both in terms of prevalence and the presence of multiple clades

within an individual in non-Westernized populations (Figure 3).

While we concede that the term Westernized versus non-

Westernized serves to demarcate what may be better seen as

a continuum along multiple lifestyle parameters, the distinction

nonetheless has its merits, as interest grows in comparing West-

ernizedmicrobiomes to those presumedmore akin to our ances-

tral microbiomes. Recent studies have expanded our under-

standing of the microbial diversity of non-Westernized

populations (Hansen et al., 2019; Pasolli et al., 2019) and the

rapid loss of diversity with Westernization (Vangay et al., 2018).

What is still to be determined are the consequences of this

microbial impoverishment with respect to thewider gutmicrobial

ecosystem and its impact on human health.

Evidence from the analysis of ancient stool samples (Figure 5)

suggests that P. copri diverged into four clades prior to the first

human migration events out of Africa. The fact that we consis-
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tently observe high prevalence in globally disparate non-West-

ernized populations and in ancient microbiomes suggests that

the loss of P. copri might be a result of Westernization. A major

element ofWesternization has been a shift in diet over the course

of the last two centuries with the advent of industrialization and

food processing, from one typically high in fiber and complex

carbohydrates to one high in sodium, fat, and simple sugars

and low in fiber. It was previously shown that P. copri provides

a host benefit in response to a high-fiber diet (De Vadder et al.,

2016; Kovatcheva-Datchary et al., 2015) but not one high in fat

(Pedersen et al., 2016). The P. copri complex shows a diversity

in plant-derived carbohydrate utilization (Figure 4), which may

suggest that diet is a key driver responsible for its ultimate

demise in Westernized populations.

Diet in particular seems to play a pivotal role in the case of

P. copri, yet it is extremely difficult to study this influence in the

context of long-term human dietary modifications spanning

multiple generations. Given previous work associating multi-

generational microbial impoverishment with dietary changes in

mice (Sonnenburg et al., 2016), clearly more work is required

both in silico and using in vitro studies to functionally associate

and characterize the P. copri complex with respect to long-

term dietary exposures, transmission, and retention. In part,

P. copri has come to attention based on its association with

disease, but in this study, we found no clear evidence that

particular clades are associated with the subset of health condi-

tions available for meta-analysis. Nevertheless, it cannot be dis-

regarded that such associations may exist, possibly only at the

sub-clade level, but such an investigation would require the po-

wer of a far larger number of disease-specific cohorts than are

currently available.

Finally, it is particularly notable that the analysis approach

takenhere is generalizable to othermicrobial species in instances

where there are minimal reference isolate sequences available.

This is, in principle, the case for species that are understudied

due to being recalcitrant to cultivation or because they have not

been the focus of sequencing efforts. The ever-increasing num-

ber of publicly available metagenomes will serve this end, as

well as likely add clarity to whether P. copri is considered either

a positive or a negative influence on health in the context of other

microbiome members, diet, lifestyle, and host genetic factors.

This study reveals that P. copri is far more complex than

previously imagined, and it will be important in future studies to

appreciate this in order not to oversimplify and underestimate

the potential P. copri diversity within the human gut microbiome.
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Raw sequencing data (Ethiopia) Pasolli et al., 2019 and this study NCBI-SRA BioProject: PRJNA504891

Raw sequencing data (Ghana) This study NCBI-SRA BioProject: PRJNA529124

Raw sequencing data (Tanzania) This study NCBI-SRA BioProject: PRJNA529400

All P. copri isolate genomes and MAGs This study http://segatalab.cibio.unitn.it/data/
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Raw sequencing data (Ancient metagenomics
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Bowtie2 (version 2.2.9) Langmead and Salzberg, 2012 https://github.com/BenLangmead/bowtie2

blastn (version 2.6.0+) Altschul et al., 1990 ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/blast

CMseq (version dev commit 41082ef) https://bitbucket.org/CibioCM/cmseq/

Prokka (version 1.11) Seemann, 2014 https://github.com/tseemann/prokka

Pyani (version 0.2.6) Pritchard et al., 2015 https://github.com/widdowquinn/pyani

Roary (version 3.11) Page et al., 2015 https://github.com/sanger-pathogens/Roary

SciPy Bressert, 2012 https://github.com/scipy/scipy

PhyloPhlAn (version dev commit 7c38e19) Segata et al., 2013 https://bitbucket.org/nsegata/phylophlan

Diamond (version v0.9.9.110) Buchfink et al., 2015 https://github.com/bbuchfink/diamond

MAFFT (version v7.310) Katoh and Standley, 2013 https://github.com/The-Bioinformatics-Group/

Albiorix/wiki/mafft

trimAl (version 1.2rev59) Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2009 https://github.com/scapella/trimal

FastTree (version 2.1.10) Price et al., 2010 https://github.com/PavelTorgashov/FastTree

RAxML (version 8.1.15) Stamatakis, 2014 https://github.com/stamatak/standard-RAxML

GraPhlAn (version 1.1.3) Asnicar et al., 2015 https://bitbucket.org/nsegata/graphlan/

EggNOG mapper (version 1.0.3) Huerta-Cepas et al., 2017 https://github.com/jhcepas/eggnog-mapper

HMMSEARCH (version 3.1b2) Eddy, 2011 https://github.com/guyz/HMM

DeDup https://github.com/apeltzer/DeDup

mapDamage2 Jónsson et al., 2013 https://github.com/ginolhac/mapDamage

SAMtools Li et al., 2009 https://github.com/samtools

HaploGrep2 Weissensteiner et al., 2016 https://github.com/seppinho/haplogrep-cmd

PileupCaller https://github.com/stschiff/sequenceTools/tree/

master/src-pileupCaller

BEAST (version 2.5.1) Bouckaert et al., 2014 https://github.com/CompEvol/beast2

Tracer (version 1.7) Rambaut et al., 2018 https://github.com/beast-dev/tracer/
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Schmutzi Renaud et al., 2015 https://github.com/grenaud/schmutzi

ANGSD Korneliussen et al., 2014 https://github.com/ANGSD/angsd

PRANK (version 140603) Löytynoja, 2014 https://github.com/ariloytynoja/prank-msa

Prodigal (version 2.6.3) https://github.com/hyattpd/Prodigal

Barrnap (version 0.9) https://github.com/tseemann/barrnap
LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact,

Nicola Segata (nicola.segata@unitn.it). This study did not generate new unique reagents.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All subjects enrolled in this study included infants and adults from Ghana, Tanzania and Ethiopia as described in the STARMethods.

All individuals sampled in this studywere healthy defined as free of self-reported disease. For Ghana, 44 individuals were included (23

adults, avg age (yrs): 33.14 (s.d.: 6.61), range: 20-45, sex: 52.2% female, 47.8% male; 25 children, avg age (yrs): 6.81 (s.d. 3.67),

range 0-15 yrs). For Ethiopia 50 individuals (24 adults, avg age (yrs): 29.35 (s.d. 6.24), range: 22-45, sex: 100% female; 26 infants,

avg age (yrs): 1.31 (s.d.1.05), range 0.167-4.5 yrs). And for Tanzania 68 individuals (37 adults, avg age (yrs): 29.27 (s.d. 8.88), range:

18-61, sex: 48.65% female, 51.35% male; 31 children, avg age (yrs): 8.22 (s.d. 4.74), range 0-18 yrs). Ethical approval for the Ethi-

opian Cohort was granted by the by the Research Ethics Committee of the Valencia University (reference number: H1484811493170)

and by the Ethics Committee of the Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Cientı̀ficas (Madrid, Spain), number 058/2018. For the

Ghanian and Tanzanian cohorts ethical approval was granted by the Ethics Committee of the Ärztekammer Hamburg (Germany;

PV5075), the Committee On Human Research, Publications And Ethics, Kwame Nkrumah University Of Science And Technology

(Ghana; CHRPE/AP/440/18) and the Medical Research Coordinating Committee of the National Institute for Medical Research

(Tanzania; NIMR/HQ/R.8a/Vol. IX/2252).

METHOD DETAILS

The overall aim of the studywas to identify and reconstruct P. copri genomes from publicly available intestinal metagenomic datasets

including non-Westernized datasets. These datasets represent multiple countries, host-conditions and lifestyles. The process

involved collating a panel of 72 high-quality P. copri genomes comprising manually curated metagenome assembled genomes,

the P. copri isolates sequenced in this study and publicly available reference sequences. The resulting panel of genomes was

used to automatically reconstruct additional P. copri genomes from single-sample assembledmetagenomes. In addition, clade-spe-

cific markers were designed to accurately identify the presence and abundance of the P. copri clades across datasets.

Metagenomic Assembly
Metagenomic samples were assembled using metaSpades (version 3.10.1) (Nurk et al., 2017) using default parameters, chosen due

to its reported performance compared to other assemblers (Forouzan et al., 2018; Pasolli et al., 2019; van der Walt et al., 2017).

Samples that exceeded permitted memory requirements (>1Tb of RAM) or those for which only unpaired reads were available

were assembled using Megahit (version 1.1.1) (Li et al., 2015) using default parameters. Only assembled contigs R 1kb were

considered further.

Constructing a P. copri Genome Panel with Additional Sequenced Isolates and Manually Curated Genomes from
Metagenomes
A panel of 72 P. copri genomes were collated consisting of two publicly available reference genomes (RefSeq assembly accessions:

GCF_000157935.1, GCF_002224675.1), 15 isolate genomes sequenced in this study (see below) and 55 manually curated

metagenome assembled genomes.

P. copri strains were isolated from stool from healthy subjects and new onset rheumatoid arthritis patients. Stool was collected into

anaerobic transport media (Anaerobe Systems), then streaked on BRU and LKV plates (Anaerobe Systems). After 24-48h, individual

colonies were picked and screened with Prevotella-specific PCR primers, and the 16S rRNA V3-V4 sequence was confirmed by

Sanger sequencing (Fehlner-Peach et al., 2019). Prevotella-positive isolates were grown on BRU plates, and mature colonies

were collected for genomic DNA isolation with the PowerSoil DNA isolation kit (Qiagen). Libraries were prepared for sequencing
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on the HiSeq2500 platform with the TruSeq DNA PCR-free Library Prep Kit (Illumina). In total 83 P. copri isolates were sequenced. As

this included multi-sampling from the same individual, 15 isolates were selected for this study that represented the total genetic

diversity of the isolate dataset.

The 55 genome bins were reconstructed using anvi’o (version 2.3.2) (Eren et al., 2015) applied on a set of assembled metage-

nomes. Anvi’o provides a platform for metagenomic genome binning and offers the ability to manually asses and curate those

bins, potentially increasing accuracy compared to automated binning methods, but at the expense of being low throughput. Briefly,

the 100 metagenomic samples determined to have a high abundance of P. copri based on MetaPhlAn2 (Truong et al., 2015) were

selected. The metagenomic samples were assembled (see above) and reads mapped back to the contigs using Bowtie2 (version

2.2.9, using ‘‘very-sensitive-local’’ parameter) (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). Contigs (>2.5kb) were clustered by anvi’o based

on coverage and tetranucleotide frequency, and manually curated. All reconstructed bins were subjected to strict quality control

(see below), resulting in 55 high-quality genome bins.

Automated Reconstruction of P. copri Genomes from >6500 Metagenomes
To automatically reconstructed P.copri genomes from metagenomes, we first assembled each metagenome (see above) and for

each assembly its contigs were mapped against the panel of 72 high-quality reference genomes representing the four clades of

the P. copri complex (described above) using Blastn (version 2.6.0+) (Altschul et al., 1990). Only contigs with a nucleotide

identity R95% and an alignment R50% were considered further and placed into one of the four P. copri bins (Clade A, B, C

or D) based on the membership of the reference genome. On the rare occasion a contig was R95% identical and aligned

over R50% to multiple reference genomes representing different clades, the contig was placed into a single clade bin based on

best BitScore, if this score wasR10% than any other competing clade(s). If the BitScore threshold was not satisfied, the contig could

not confidently be placed and was not considered further. All reconstructed P. copri metagenomic genomes were assessed for

quality (see below).

P. copri Genome Quality Control
All P. copri genomes were strictly quality controlled. QC involved four steps 1) genome size 2) estimated completeness, 3) estimated

contamination and 4) level of strain heterogeneity. Only genome bins >2.5 Mb <5.0 Mb and composed of <500 contigs were consid-

ered. CheckM (Parks et al., 2015) was used to estimate the completeness and level of contamination. High quality genomes were

those >95% completeness, <5% contamination, except for P. copri clade D where a completeness of >90% was used to be

more inclusive. For the recently sequenced non-Westernized datasets (see section: Westernisation and additional Non-Westernized

datasets, below) and the manually curated metagenomically assembled genomes a threshold of >90% completeness was also

selected. We also investigated strain-level diversity for each of the P. copri clades within a sample as this could indicate contig

chimeric assembly. Strain-level heterogeneity was estimated using an in-house developed tool, CMseq, available here: https://

bitbucket.org/CibioCM/cmseq/commits/41082ef. Firstly, protein coding genes of the contigs were predicted with prodigal (version

2.6.3) (Hyatt et al., 2010) implemented in the Prokka pipeline (version 1.11) (Seemann, 2014). To avoid overestimating strain-hetero-

geneity due to genes in common across the fourP. copri clades, only the clade specific genes (see below) were considered as a proxy

to estimate strain heterogeneity. Secondly, metagenomic reads were mapped to the assembled contigs using Bowtie2 (Langmead

and Salzberg, 2012) (version 2.2.9, using ‘‘very-sensitive-local’’ parameter) and for each coding nucleotide base calls were only

considered if there was >10X coverage and a PHRED quality score of R 30. Each position was considered non-polymorphic if

the frequency of the dominant allele was >80%. When calculating the overall contig polymorphic rate only the non-synonymous

positions were considered.

Genetic Distance between and within the P. copri Complex and Related Species
The average nucleotide distance (ANI) pairwise distances were calculated using pyani (version 0.2.6; option ‘-m ANIb’) (Pritchard

et al., 2015) for a subset of P. copri genomes representing the four clades (25 for clade A, B and C, and all the 15 genomes of clade

D) and publicly available reference genomes of the Prevotella, Alloprevotella and Paraprevotella genera available from NCBI RefSeq.

Distances scores were filtered to include only pairwise comparison where alignment lengths exceeded 500,000 bp. Pairwise core

genome distances based on comparisons of single nucleotide polymorphisms were calculated on the core genome alignment of

all 1,023 P. copri genomes. The core genome alignments were produced utilizing PRANK (Löytynoja, 2014) as part of the Roary

pipeline (version 3.11) (Page et al., 2015) with the parameters of 90% similarity identity for gene clustering and present in 90% of

genomes for defining core genes. The pangenome-based matrix also produced from Roary was used to compare the pairwise

gene content similarity calculated using the Jaccard similarity coefficient as part of the SciPy package (Bressert, 2012). To infer

instances of strain sharing between individuals, normalised phylogenetic distances on the P. copri phylogeny were compared

and called as the same strain based on a 0.2% identity threshold as previously described (Truong et al., 2017).

Phylogenetic Analysis
The phylogenetic analyses were performed with PhyloPhlAn (Segata et al., 2013) using the new version available in the "dev" branch

of the repository (commit 7c38e19, https://bitbucket.org/nsegata/phylophlan).

The phylogeny in Figure 1A was built using the 400 universal marker genes as identified by PhyloPhlAn using the following

parameters: ‘‘–diversity low –fast’’. The set of external tools with their respective options is reported below:
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d Diamond version v0.9.9.110, (Buchfink et al., 2015), with ‘‘Blastx’’ for the nucleotide-based mapping, ‘‘Blastp’’ for the amino-

acid based mapping, and ‘‘–more-sensitive –id 50 –max-hsps 35 -k 0’’ in both cases

d MAFFT version v7.310, (Katoh and Standley, 2013), with ‘‘–localpair –maxiterate 1000 –anysymbol –auto’’ options

d trimAl version 1.2rev59, (Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2009), with ‘‘-gappyout’’ option

d FastTree version 2.1.10, (Price et al., 2010), with ‘‘-mlacc 2 -slownni -spr 4 -fastest -mlnni 4 -no2nd -gtr -nt’’ options

d RAxML version 8.1.15 (Stamatakis, 2014), with ‘‘-p 1989 -m GTRCAT -t <FastTree phylogeny>’’ options

The tree was built on a total of 90 genomes composing a subset of 25 representative genomes for the three clades A, B and C

whereas for clade D all 15 genomes were considered.

The phylogeny in http://segatalab.cibio.unitn.it/data/Pcopri_Tett_et_al.html and Figure S1B is based on the 210 set of core genes

screened to be monophyletic as described in the section below on molecular dating. The phylogeny has been reconstructed using

PhyloPhlAn with the following parameters: ‘‘–diversity low –trim greedy –remove_fragmentary_entries’’. Additionally, the set of

external tools with their options is reported below:

d Blastn version 2.6.0+, (Altschul et al., 1990), with ‘‘-outfmt 6 -max_target_seqs 1000000’’ options

d MAFFT, trimAl, FastTree, and RAxML were run with the same options as reported above.

The phylogenies in Figure 2 and in Figure S3 were built with PhyloPhlAn using the set of core genes for each P. copri clade (>95%

shared across all genomes within a clade) determined using Roary (version 3.11) (Page et al., 2015) with a minimum gene identity of

90%. PhyloPhlAn was run using the following parameters: "–mutation_rates –min_num_entries <97% of the number of input

genomes> –diversity low". The set of external tools used is: Blastn, MAFFT, trimAl, FastTree, and RAxML, and they were executed

with the same options as reported above. The phylogenetic trees in Figure 2, and Figure S3 were visualized using GraPhlAn (version

1.1.3) (Asnicar et al., 2015).

The P. copri Pangenome and Evaluating Prevalence and Abundance
The protein coding regions for the 72 P. copri genome panel (see above) were predicted using Prodigal (Hyatt et al., 2010) as part of

the prokka pipeline (version 1.11) (Seemann, 2014) and the total P. copri pangenome determined using Roary with 90% similarity

identity parameter (version 3.11) (Page et al., 2015). Markers specific to each clade of the P. copri complex where defined as present

in >95%of the P. copri genomes of a given clade but absent in all others. This gave for Clade A n=430markers, for Clade B n=954, for

CladeC n=479 and for Clade D n=585. To determine if aP. copri clade is present in ametagenomic sample readsweremapped to the

clade specificmarkers using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) andmappings processed using PanPhlAn (Scholz et al., 2016).

A marker was scored present if had a coverageR0.5X, and a clade present ifR50% of the clade specific markers were hit. Estima-

tion of P. copri clade relative abundance was calculated thus: (Mean clademarker coverage x approximated genome size (bp)) / total

metagenome size (bp).

Westernisation and Additional Non-Westernized Datasets
Westernisation as the adoption of a Westernized lifestyle and culture can trace its origins to industrialisation and its promotion of

urbanisation over the past two centuries. Westernisation has had a profound effect on human populations, due to access to health-

care and pharmaceutical products, hygiene and sanitation, changes in diet (typically processed, high-fat, low in complex carbohy-

drates but rich in refined sugars and salt), population density increase and reduced exposure to livestock. Westernisation is nonethe-

less difficult to ascribe as it demarcates populations which are clearly on a continuum. For example certain non-Westernized

populations such as Inuits typically consume a diet high in fat. In this study the definition of ‘‘Westernized’’ and ‘‘non-Westernized’’

is considered based on how populations differ on the above criteria and how the samples were reported in the original publication.

In this study five previous datasets were considered where non-Westernized populations have been sampled from Fiji (Brito et al.,

2016), Peru (Obregon-Tito et al., 2015), Tanzania (Rampelli et al., 2015; Smits et al., 2017) and Mongolia (Liu et al., 2016). In addition,

we recently sequenced a population of adults from a rainforest region in North-eastern Madagascar (110 metagenomes) (Pasolli

et al., 2019). We expanded upon a dataset of 5 samples sequenced from an established cohort in Ethiopia from Gimbichu in the

Oromia region (Pasolli et al., 2019) with 45 additional samples. This cohort included 24 mothers and their infant(s) for a total of 50

metagenomes. We also sequenced two non-Westernized populations from Ghana and Tanzania. In Ghana 12 extended families

from the Asante Akim North district region were sampled where the local occupation is subsistence farming and the wider economy

based on farming cash crops such as cocoa and plantain and there is also a commercial poultry industry (44 metagenomes). From

Tanzania samples were collected from 18 families from Korogwe District region where local employment and economy is based on

agriculture particularly based on sisal fibres, cashew nuts and cotton (68 metagenomes). For all samples DNA was extracted using

the PowerSoil DNA isolation kit (Qiagen) as previously described (Human Microbiome Project Consortium, 2012). Libraries were

constructed using the NexteraXT DNA Library Preparation Kit (Illumina) and sequenced on the Illumina HiSeq2500 100nt paired

end platform with a target depth of 5Gb/sample.

Genome Functional Potential Analysis
We performed the functional annotation using the EggNOG mapper (version 1.0.3) (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2017) that is based on the

EggNOG orthology system (Huerta-Cepas et al., 2016) and the sequence searches performed using HMMER (Eddy, 2011). We used
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the KEGGBrite Hierarchy to screen the EggNOG annotations that are shown in Figure 4A. In this figure, for each clade, we report only

the eggNOGs that are significantly different in each of its three pairwise comparisons to the other clades (p-value < 0.01, Bonferroni

corrected Fisher-exact test). CAZy enzymes (Lombard et al., 2014) (http://www.cazy.org/) were predicted with HMMSEARCH

(version 3.1b2) (Eddy, 2011) against dbCAN HMMs v6 using default parameters and applying post-processing stringency cut-offs

as suggested (Yin et al., 2012). Figure 4C all the CAZy families that are significantly different (whether enriched or depleted) in at least

one clade with respect to each of the other three clades considered separately (i.e. significant based on pairwise comparisons,

Bonferroni corrected Fisher-exact test).

Inferring P. copri Sub-clades Based on Function
Sub-clades used in Figure S2B were inferred from the EggNOG functional profiles for each P. copri genome (above). The genomes

where clustered into sub-clades using the Partitioning around Medoids algorithm (Kaufman and Rousseeuw, 1990) implemented in

the cluster R package. The optimal number of clusters was determined using the prediction strength metric (Tibshirani and Walther,

2005) which supported two sub-clades for the P. copri Clades A, B and C.

Iceman Samples and Mexican Coprolite Material
In this study we metagenomically analyzed archaeological gut contents for the presence of P. copri. The analyzed material includes

gut content and lung tissue (negative control) of the Iceman, a European Copper Age icemummy (Figure 5A). The Iceman, commonly

referred to as ‘‘Ötzi’’, is one of the oldest humanmummies discovered. His body was preserved for more than 5,300 years in an Italian

Alpine glacier before he was discovered by two German mountaineers at an altitude of 3,210 m above sea level in September 1991.

The mummy is now conserved at the Archaeological Museum in Bolzano, Italy, together with an array of accompanying artefacts

(www.iceman.it). The Iceman was naturally mummified by freeze-drying (Lynnerup, 2007). Therefore, his body tissues and intestines

still contain well preserved ancient biomolecules (DNA, proteins, lipids) that allowed e.g. the reconstruction of the Iceman’s genome

(Keller et al., 2012), the genomic analysis of the stomach pathogenHelicobacter pylori (Maixner et al., 2016), and themolecular recon-

struction of the Iceman’s last meal (Maixner et al., 2018). In addition, we subjected three ancient coprolite samples from a Mexican

cave to metagenomics analysis (Figure 5A). The archaeological site ‘‘La Cueva de los Muertos Chiquitos’’ in the northern Durango

region of el Zape, Mexico, was excavated by Brooks and colleagues in the early 1960s (Brooks et al., 1962). The sub-humid climate

in this natural cave at an altitude of approx. 1,800 m above sea level provided favorable conditions for the preservation of various

ancient remains including human skeletons, botanical artefacts, quids and coprolites. The site was dated by previous radiocarbon

dating of a single wood sample from one of the oldest levels (square B4, level 24-28) to AD 600 (1300 ± 100 BP) (Brooks et al., 1962).

The ancient remains have been previously subjected to botanical (Brooks et al., 1962), dietary (Hammerl et al., 2015; Meade, 1994),

parasitological (Camacho et al., 2018; Jiménez et al., 2012; Morrow and Reinhard, 2016), and molecular analysis (Tito et al., 2008,

2012). All three coprolite samples used in this study were discovered in square B4 in two different levels (Table S4). The samples

were stored in the Pathoecology Laboratory in the School of Natural Resources at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in Lincoln,

Nebraska. We obtained radiocarbon dates at the Curt-Engelholm-Centre for Archaeometry, Mannheim, Germany for coprolite sam-

ple 2180 from level 16-20 (AD 673 to 768, 1,284 ± 16 BP) that confirms the previous direct dating of the pre-Columbian archaeological

site (Table S4).

Themolecular analysis of the Iceman samples and of the ancient human coprolites was conducted at the ancient DNA laboratory of

the EURAC Institute for Mummy Studies in Bolzano, Italy. Sample preparation and DNA extraction was performed in a dedicated pre-

PCR area following the strict procedures required for studies of ancient DNA: use of protective clothing, UV-light exposure of the

equipment and bleach sterilisation of surfaces, use of PCRworkstations and filtered pipette tips. DNAwas extracted from the archae-

ological specimen using a chloroform-based DNA extraction method according to the protocol of (Tang et al., 2008). Libraries for the

sequencing runs were generated with a modified protocol for Illumina multiplex sequencing (Kircher et al., 2012; Meyer and Kircher,

2010). Libraries of the Mexican coprolite samples were sequenced on Illumina HiSeq2500 platforms using 101–base pair paired-end

sequencing kits. The Iceman samples were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeqX platform using the 150–base pair paired-end

sequencing kit.

Paired Illumina reads were quality-checked and processed (adapter removal and read merging) as previously described in

(Maixner et al., 2018). Reads weremapped using Bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) to the human genome (build Hg19, default

mapping parameters) (Rosenbloom et al., 2015), the human mtDNA reference genome (rCRS, mapping parameter –very-sensitive-

local) (Andrews et al., 1999), and selected P. copri genomes from the four clades. For details to the mapping results please refer to

Table S4. To deduplicate the mapped reads we used the DeDup tool (https://github.com/apeltzer/DeDup). The minimum mapping

and base quality were both 30. The resulting bam files were used to check for characteristic aDNA nucleotide misincorporation

frequency patterns using mapDamage2 (Jónsson et al., 2013). Both human and bacterial reads display low but already increased

frequencies of C to T substitutions close to the fragment ends characteristic of ancient DNA (Orlando et al., 2015) (Figures S5A

and S5B). Reads of the Iceman lung tissue metagenome that mapped to one single marker of the 2,448 P. copri complex specific

markers display no DNA damage. The sex of the mapped human reads was assigned using a Maximum likelihood method, based

on the karyotype frequency of X and Y chromosomal reads (Skoglund et al., 2013) (Table S4). Estimation of human contamination

rates using Schmutzi (Renaud et al., 2015) and ANGSD (Korneliussen et al., 2014) was in most samples not possible due to low dam-

age pattern rates in the mitochondrial reads and due to the low coverage of the X chromosome (sample 2180), respectively.
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The Iceman samples with sufficient X-chromosome coverage show low contamination in the autosomal DNA when using ANGSD

(Table S4). Analysis of the human mitochondrial and autosomal variants provided further evidence for the sample origin and authen-

ticity of the data. Variants in the mitochondrial genome were called using SAMtools mpileup and bcftoools (Li et al., 2009) with strin-

gent filtering options (quality>30). Visual inspection of the called variants identified only less than 1% low-frequency variants that

could be indicative for contamination. The haplogroup was identified by submitting the variant calling file to the HaploGrep website

(Weissensteiner et al., 2016) (Table S4). The human mitochondrial genomes in both Iceman samples carry the same variants as re-

ported in previous Iceman genomic studies and belong to the K1f haplotype (Ermini et al., 2008; Keller et al., 2012). Importantly, in the

Mexican coprolite samples 2179 and 2180 both detected mitochondrial haplogroups (C1b and B2) belong to the four main pan-

American mtDNA lineages (Achilli et al., 2008; Bodner et al., 2012; Perego et al., 2010; Tamm et al., 2007). Furthermore, both hap-

logroups have been detected in previous studies in ancient human remains from Meso- and South America (Fehren-Schmitz et al.,

2015; Gómez-Carballa et al., 2015; Llamas et al., 2016; Posth et al., 2018; Tackney et al., 2015) and haplogroup C1b has still nowa-

days its highest frequency in Peru andMexico (Gómez-Carballa et al., 2015). We extended our analysis to the human autosomal data

and called pseudodiploid genotypes using SAMtools mpileup (Li et al., 2009) and PileupCaller (https://github.com/stschiff/

sequenceTools/tree/master/src-pileupCaller) for the Mexican specimen with the highest endogenous human content (2179, 2180)

at loci that over-lapped with the Affymetrix Human Origins SNP array data (Patterson et al., 2012) and merged them to a modern

European, Asian and Native American subset (n=2068) (Lazaridis et al., 2016). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) (Patterson

et al., 2006; Price et al., 2006) on the resulting SNP dataset show that the humanDNA form the two coprolite samples has the greatest

genetic affinity with modern Native Americans (Figure S5D). This result highly supports the haplogroup assignment of the uniparental

marker and genetically allocates the specimens to the American continent.

P. copri Genome Reconstruction from Ancient Gut Metagenomes and Molecular Dating
To reconstruct ancient P. copri genomes, we utilized our in-house scripts (https://bitbucket.org/CibioCM/cmseq) to build 4 ancient

P. copri genome ‘‘scaffolds’’, extracting consensus sites of aligned reads of sample 2179 and 2180 (the two samples with all four

copri clades detected, Figure 5B) to representative genomes, one for each of the four clades for P. corpi complex. Sites covered

by ancient reads were filled with gaps if one of following quality criteria was violated: (1) mapping quality is less than 30, (2) coverage

is less than 5-fold, (3) the length of aligned read is less than 50nt, (4) minimum identity for the read is less than 97%, (5) minimum

dominant allele frequency is less than 80%. Phylogeny of each core gene of a total of 540 was analyzed separately using BEAST

(version 2.5.1) (Bouckaert et al., 2014). Core genes (n=210) supporting monophyly of the 4 P. copri clades (thus are unlikely to

have been subject of horizontal gene transfer) were kept for searching for orthologs in ancientP. copri and their modern counterparts.

We searched for these orthologs by aligning selected core genes against 4 ‘‘scaffolds’’ representative of the clades using Blastn

(Altschul et al., 1990) with parameter -word_size of 9. Mapping hits with either length less than 30 bp or e-value over 1e-10 were

excluded. We kept orthologs shared by all 72 modern P. copri genomes and at least 1 ancient P. copri genome ‘‘scaffold’’, and sub-

sequently applied multiple sequence alignment using MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013), with parameter –maxiterate of 1000 and

–globalpair, to each of orthologs. Single-ortholog alignments weremanually curated excludingmis-aligned sites (we consider contin-

uous variant nucleotides observed in the alignment as artificially mis-aligned sites) and were then merged into one concatenation

alignment.

Out of eight ancient strains, we chose only the onewith the best overall coverage which was the Clade A strain from sample 2180

(Figure S5E). This sample was accurately radiocarbon dated (AD 673 to 768, 1284 ± 16 BP). The alignment composed of the

selected ancient P. copri starin and 72modern strains, which was further processed to automatically remove gappy columns using

trimAl (Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2009). The final alignment included 214,399 nucleotide positions. BEAST (version 2.5.1) (Bouckaert

et al., 2014) was used to infer divergence times of P. copri clades, using a GTR model of nucleotide substitution (with 4 gamma

categories). To choose the best clock and demographic models we performed a model selection comparing coalescent constant,

coalescent exponential, coalescent bayesian skyline, and coalescent extended bayesian skyline models (for the demographic

priors) and strict and relaxed lognormal (for the clock prior). Model selection (Table S4) was performed by comparing AICM

from BEAST analyses with 100,000,000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) states for each model and sampling every 10,000

states. Convergence of posteriors was assessed by visualising log files with Tracer (version 1.7) (Rambaut et al., 2018). The

most fitting combination of models was a coalescent constant population, with strict clock: this analysis was run longer

for 204,000,000 iterations and effective sample size (ESS) of all parameters was over 200. To confirm age estimates of each

clade, the samemolecular clocking analysis was performed independently on each P. copri clade using the corresponding ancient

strain.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

All statistical significance was performed using the Welch’s t-test, Fisher’s exact test or Mann-Whitney U test and where applicable

corrected for multiple hypothesis testing using the Bonferroni method. All computational and statistical analyses were performed

using open-source software and referenced in the Key Resources Table and methods and described in the main text and

STAR Methods.
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DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY

The 15 isolate P. copri genomes (and the extended set of 83 isolate, see above) and all metegenomically assembled metagenomes

(MAGS) are available here: http://segatalab.cibio.unitn.it/data/Pcopri_Tett_et_al.html and metadata given in Tables S1 and S2. The

full P. copri phylogeny of 1023 genomes is available at http://segatalab.cibio.unitn.it/data/Pcopri_Tett_et_al.html. Metadata for the

three sequenced non-Westernized dataset is given in Table S5 and is also available as part of the curatedMetagenomicData package

(Pasolli et al., 2017). The metagenomic reads for these datasets are available under NCBI-SRA BioProject ids; NCBI: PRJNA529124

(Ghana), NCBI: PRJNA529400 (Tanzania), NCBI: PRJNA504891 (Ethiopia). The Data for the ancient metagenomic samples are

available under accession NCBI: PRJEB31971.
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